
The complete crypto custody 
solution for institutions

LMAX Digital offers institutional clients a complete crypto custodian solution, built 
upon a unique tiered system of increasing security, from cold to vault wallets. 

›    Cold and vault wallets fully air-gapped and offline, using custom  
       Hardware Security Modules (HSM)

›    Vault wallet physical security provided by leading global security firm

›   Secured through multi-layer encryption, Multi Factor Authentication (MFA)
       and geographic separation

›    BTC, BCH, ETH, LTC, XRP supported - easily extendable to other blockchains 

›    Bespoke insurance available on request for all market participants
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LMAX Digital institutional custody: advantages 

  ›   Designed for institutions and built by the industry leading LMAX Group technology team  

  ›   Security is regularly reviewed and independently verified using advanced techniques  

         (PEN tests, APM, red/blue)

 ›   HSM are custom designed and physically secured in Tier 4 facilities with 24 hour biometrics 

         and strong perimeter surveillance 

  ›   All crypto currencies are protected by N of M multi-signatures with smart contracts audited  

         by leading external experts

 ›   Established 24/7 follow the sun operational support and proven custody track record  

  ›   Bespoke insurance available on request for all market participants 

 ›   Regulated by the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission

Vault wallet  
The Vault wallet holds the majority of funds at the highest level of security

  ›   Vault wallet physical security provided by leading global security firm 

 ›   Withdrawals require a visit to the vault to conduct the signing process 

  ›   Separation of duties, requiring multiple teams with technology controls and MFA distributed  

         over a minimum of three sites 

 ›   Keys/HSM distributed over multiple vaults, geographically separated, for security and  

         business continuity/resilience 

  ›   All vault systems fully physically and network isolated, stored in safes inside the vault, 

         with no single person having access

The leading institutional spot crypto currency exchange
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